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PT2G

1	 PT2G	Series	-	Product	List

Part 
No.

Product Description

Intelligent sensors with integrated signal processing and TTL output

Sensor length / 
Thread Lengt

Diameter Cable 
length

Temperature range
sensor head

1537 PT2G-SM5.3 60 mm / 54 mm M5 x 0.8 0.95 m -40°C to +230°C

1591 PT2G-SM5.5 46 mm / 40 mm M5 x 0.5 0.95 m -40°C to +230°C

1660 PT2G-SM5.6 75 mm / 69 mm M5 x 0.8 0.95 m -40°C to +230°C

1590 PT2G-SM5F.2 25 mm / 41 mm M5 x 0.5 0.95 m -40°C to +230°C

1538 PT2G-SM5F.3 56 mm / 40 mm M5 x 0.5 0.95 m -40°C to +230°C

1666 PT2G-SM5F.5 76 mm / 60 mm M5 x 0.5 0.95 m -40°C to +230°C

Accessories

1526 PT2G-BX Signal conditioning box with RS232 interface

1527 PT2G-BD Signal conditioning box with display

1569

1539

1540

PT2G-XS-03

PT2G-XS-05

PT2G-XS-10

Cable connecting sensor and signal 
conditioning box

3 m length

5 m length 

10 m length

1541

1542

1659

PT2G-C-2B

PT2G-C-2U

PT2G-C-2B&2BNC

Cable for power supply, Banana connectors, 2 m length

Cable for power supply, open end, 2 m length

Combination Cable for power Supply and signals  
(2 x BNC, 2 x Banana 4 mm), length 3 m / 3.6 m

1543 PT2G-X-CT Cable connecting sensors to PICOTURN-CT calibration device

1646 PT2G-X-BMV6 Cable connecting PT2G and PTBM. 1 m length

1684 PT2G-C-CSM2M Cable connecting PT2G with customary counter modules, Lemo 
connector, 10 m length, suited for „CNTMM“ counter minimodul 
from CSM GmbH

1686 PT2G-C-CSM10M Cable connecting PT2G with customary counter modules, Lemo 
connector, 10 m length, suited for „CNTMM“ counter minimodul 
from CSM GmbH

1667 PT2G-C-IPTRKLM Cable connecting PT2G with customary counter modules, Lemo 
connector, 5 m length, suited for IPETRONIK „SIM-CNT“ and 
„M-FRQ“
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PICOTURN® is a system for measuring the rotational speed of turbo chargers. Its func-

tional principle is one-megahertz pulse induction and eddy current discrimination, done 

with a solenoid sensor that is mounted in the compressor housing through a bore. The 

sensor detects and counts compressor vanes one by one. 

When compared to optical detection, this inductive method benefits from its lack of 

sensitivity to dirt, oil and dust. When compared to the magnetized nut method, the 

PICOTURN system is safer as there is no concern with nuts coming loose and destroying 

the char ger and the engine. When com par ed to a competing, en tirely analog inductive 

vane counting system, the fully digital PICOTURN device turns out to be rugged, reliable, 

simple to use and very cost-effective.

Since 2001 PICOTURN® in its original “first” generation has proven advantages in pro-

totype vehicles and on engine test benches. It has been successfully used in passenger 

cars and in commercial vehicles. Made up of discrete electronic components, it has been 

developed in a continuous improvement process up to its sixth version (“PTBM-V6”). To 

continue the improvement, it was necessary to achieve a higher degree of integration by 

creating a dedicated CMOS integrated circuit (“chip” or “ASIC”)  and as a result of this 

chip, the PICOTURN® Second Generation (“PT2G”) was developed.

In the PT2G, part of the remote electronics has now been placed close to the sensor 

body for under-hood operation. Consequently, cable length and placement of the box have 

ceased to be an issue. Passenger car engineers can now place the box in the trunk, while 

the commercial car engineers can now use a 10 meter cable and loop it around the 

cabin hinge.

A further advantage of this new, second generation system is the wealth of interfaces 

available reducing the number of devices and cables needed. This is parti cularly useful in 

vehicles. When used in a bi-turbo environment, unique solutions occur that may be ad-

vantageous to many customers (i.e. directly connecting sensor elements to commercially 

available frequency counters providing two or more entry channels). This kind of counter 

solution is somewhat expensive, so most customers are likely to prefer the inexpensive, 

dedicated PICOTURN conditioner box offered by ACAM. The measuring chain will then 

comprise the sensor element, the box and two signal cables plus one supply cable. Alter-

2	 The	System	And	Its	Advantages
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PT2G

The	System2

natively, a combined cable may be used that integrates the supply line. A “combi connector” 

will then be used instead of the BNC connectors from the First Generation system, which 

are still present. Furthermore, the customer will choose between pulse-coded,  analog 

voltage coded, or alphanumeric data output (for alphanumeric, opt for the “RS-232” 

version of the box).

As before, the sensor solenoid is housed in a M5 threaded sleeve with two different 

pitches and various lengths available. Unlike earlier first gene ration versions (PTBM-V1 

to V6), the se cond generation system is no longer compatible with earlier com po nents. 

First and second gene ra tion compo nents must be handled se pa rately. Sensor place ment 

and system oper ation in gene ral, how ever, remain unchanged.

3	 System	Components

3.1	 	 The	Sensor	Element

Sensor body with standard 

M5 or fine thread, various 

lengths

AMP Superseal connector

Teflon coated, double 

shielded signal line

Moulded body with ASIC 

based electronics inside

Sensor part number code:

Part	No.	PT2G-SM....
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3.2	 	 The	“Box”,	Providing	Signal	Conditioning		And	Various	Interfaces

Like in the PICOTURN first generation system, the conditioner electronics has been 

placed in a light grey aluminium housing having the same BNC con nectors and vane num-

ber selector as before. The female supply plugs have been removed for safety reasons. 

Instead, there is a 5-pole combi nation connector integrating power supply and interfaces, 

wired in parallel to the BNC connectors. Last but not least, the system still has a diag-

nostics LED, but with re-defined signal codes. Unlike the First Generation system, there is 

now an integrated seven-seg ment numeric display, which has the option of being replaced 

by a computer connector (9-pole D-Sub) for numeric data output. 

System	Components3

Part	No.	PT2G-BD

Part	No.	PT2G-BX

9-pole D-Sub connector, numeric interface

with RS-232

Number-of-vane 

code switch

LED for diagnostics LED display

Peak-hold switch

3-pole threaded plug 

connector for

the sensor element Output #2, BNC 

digtal pulses

Output #1, BNC 

analog

5-pole threaded plug 

connector for supply 

input and for interface 

output (wired in parallel 

to the BNC outputs)

Backside	both	boxes
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PT2G

3

3.3	 	 Standard	Cables,	Pin	Assignment

System	Components

Supply cable with or without 5 mm plugs, 

2 meters in length

Part	No.	PT2G-C-2B

Adapter cable between sensor element 

and conditioner box. Length 3 meters, 

10 meters etc.

Part	No.	PT2G-XS-xx

xx = length in meter (03, 05, 10)

M12-thread 5-pole combi connector 

pin assignment. Exterior view onto 

the box.
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4	 Connecting	Options

4.1	 	 Standard	Wiring

This wiring corresponds to the well-known PICOTURN  first generation system

analog
digital

Data logger

Data logger

Counter
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Connecting	Options4

4.2	 	 Other	Connection	Possibilities

Laptop computer, via 

RS-232 at D-Sub, 9-pole

Easy, simple and inexpensive

PicoTurnto-CAN bus solution

Combined cable 

(antispaghetti) solution

Data logger
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Connecting	Options4

4.3	 	 Vendor	Independent	Connecting	Options

4.3.1  ETAS

CAN-Bus

CAN-Bus

ES441

M-FRQ

SIM-CNT

Ethernet

www.ETAS.de

www.IPETRONIK.com

4.3.2  IPETRONIK
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5	 Sensor	Application

Environment: The sen sor element 

with re spect to its electro nics 

and “superseal” con nec tor has 

been de signed for under-hood 

operation and is con si dered engine  

com partment tolerant.

Connecting	Options4

4.3.3  CSM

CAN-Bus
www.CSM.de

MiniModul

The sensor body should be mounted as indicated (see sketch below). Do not try to sense 

only every second vane. Instead sense all the vanes, both big and small. Place the sensor 

directly in front of the small vanes (“splitter vanes”), avoiding the vicinity of their upper 

edge (which could induce error into the system). The system is programmed to sense 

alternately thicker and thinner vanes. 

Lock torque: Important. The sensor body is not a 5 millimeter bolt, but merely a sleeve 

with some 0.3 mm thick walls. Apply only a fraction of the torque you would with a solid 

bolt, 0.3 Nm maximum (fin ger force, not fist force).
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6	 Technical	Data

These are approximate values for aluminium compressor wheels. Exact values depend  

on turbocharger geometry.

Table 1: Sensor Tip To Compressor Vane Distance
Sensor/vanes distance Passenger Cars Commercial Vehicles
Minimum not known, probably zero approx. 0.5 mm
Maximum approx. 1 mm approx. 1.5 mm

Table 2: Other Operating Conditions

Supply voltage (box) 9 to 36 volts DC

Consumption (box) -BX (RS-232 option) 36 mA @ 24 V

-BD (display option) 59 mA @ 24 V

Temperature (box) –40 °C to +85 °C  (–40 °F to +185 °F)

Dimensions (box) 105 mm   x   85 mm   x   30 mm

Temperature 

(sensor element)

Cable and electronics –40 °C to +125 °C  (257 °F)

Sensor tip –40 °C to +230 °C* (446 °F)

Dimensions 

(sensor body)

Fine thread M5x0.5  

with various lengths 25 mm to 60 mm

Standard thread M5x0.8  

with various lengths 40 mm to 70 mm

Length of sensor 

element and its cable

From body to ASIC approx. 0.75 meter

From ASIC to “Superseal” approx. 0.12 meter

Total length sensor element approx. 1.00 meter

* excess temperature tolerated for short periods
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Table 3: Signal Output And Metrological Characteristics

Interface Specification Remarks

A
na

 lo
g-

O
ut

 (
vo

lt a
ge

)

Analog voltage 

0.5 to 4.5 volts  

0.5 volts = standstill

4.5 volts = 320,000 

r.p.m. subject to 

correct vane number 

setting

The output is set parallel between the BNC connector and 

the M12 combi connector

Range 0.5 to 4.5 volts

Slope 80,000 r.p.m./vo  lt (subject to 
correct vane number setting)

Measurement rate approx. 260 Hz

Resolution 390 r.p.m. when set to 10 vanes

Precision 0.25 % end of scale

D
ig

i ta
l- 

O
ut

 (
P
ul

s e
s)

 

CMOS 

5V / 10 mA 

one impulse per 

revo lution sub ject to 

correct vane number 

setting

The output is set parallel between the BNC connector and 

the M12 combi connector

Minimum speed approx. 390 r.p.m.

Maximum speed approx. 400‘000 r.p.m.

Precision approx. 390 r.p.m.

N
um

e r
ic

 o
ut

pu
t 

in
 A

S
C
II 

ov
er

 R
S
-2

3
2

Transfer rate 

38400 baud,  

8 bits, 

no parity, 

1 stop bit („8N1“)

Unidirectional interface, for measurement result output 

only. May be read with any port monitor including freeware 

(e.g. Putty.exe). Output format:

Time 
stamp

<Space> Measured 
value

<CR> <LF>

Subject to correct vane number setting, the output reads 

revolutions per minute. The time stamp is in multiples of T 

= 3.84 ms. / Other: see Analog and Digital above.

Charging an inter face with current may cause the box to consume more than nominal value.

Technical	Data6
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Technical	Data6

Table 4: Number-of-Vanes Setting

Setting 0 1 2 … 9 A B C D E F

Mean ing Place 

mode

Same as 

set ting 2

Two to nine va-

nes on compres-

sor wheel

10 11 12 13 14 15

Ten to fifteen vanes on compressor wheel

Alter native 

Mean ing

16 17 2 = 18 

3 = 19

...

8 = 24

9 = 25

vanes 

on the 

wheel

26 27 28 29 30 31

16 and 17 vanes 

on the wheel

26 to 31 vanes on the compressor 

wheel

The Place mode is a particular mode for adjusting the sensor-object distance. The alter-

native meaning (lower half of the table) is obtained after setting a jumper inside the box, 

please consult ACAM for details.

Table 5: Diagnostics Light Emitting Diode

Mode LED 
colour

Sensor element 
connect ed ?

Turbo charger 
state

Meaning

Measure-

ment mode

black no indifferent Supply or box n.ok

yes idle Sensor element ok (1)

yes spinning (2) Distance too big (1)

red no indifferent Supply & box ok

green yes spinning (2) Whole chain ok

“Place“- 

mode

red yes spinning (2) Signal too weak/noisy

green Distance & signal ok

(1) provided, the LED turns red upon disconnecting the sensor
(2) to get the compressor wheel spinning, drive it with compressed air. The speed and the sense of the rotation are 
indifferent. 
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PT2G

Dimensions:

PT2G-SM5.3

PT2G-SM5.5

PT2G-SM5.6

PT2G-SM5F.2

PT2G-SM5F.5

PT2G-SM5F.3
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7	 Technical	Data	for	Specialists

The conditioner box takes care of all the aspects listed (adequate power supply; inter-

pretation of the raw pulses). Same for the apparatus mentioned in paragraph 4.3, but 

please provide for half, not full frequency (a factor of 2 in your vane number division). 

Table 6: Pin Assignment 3-Pole “Superseal”

Pin Pin name Explanation

1 VCC see Table 8

2 Signal CMOS 5 volts, 4 mA max.

The signal is square and symmetric. Every up or down change symbolizes 

one vane, leading to a half frequency pulse as compared to the vane appea-

rance frequency

3 GND Common ground for supply and signal

Table 7: Pin Assignment M12-Thread Combination Connector 5-Pole 

Pin Pin name Explanation

1 GND This is the supply ground, connected to the aluminium box.

2 Signal-GND Signal ground, separated from supply ground.

3 Analog-Out (Voltage) see Table 3

4 VCC Supply voltage 9 to 36 volts DC

5 Digital-Out (Pulses) see Table 3

Table 8: Electrical Operating Conditions For The Sensor Element Alone 

Supply voltage +5 volts DC +/- 0.25 volts, from linear voltage regulator

Consumption 20 mA

Note: The acam conditioner box as well as the apparatus mentioned in paragraph 4.3 

render an optimum supply voltage quality. Other supplies may be judged from standstill 

condition: A good low-noise power supply is necessary for a correct indication of zero 

speed. A more stringent specification is difficult to define and is not available at present. 

Generally speaking, linear voltage regulators are satisfactory, switching regulators are 

not.
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8	 Contact
Headquarter

Germany acam-messelectronic gmbh Am Hasenbiel 27
76297 Stutensee-Blankenloch

Tel: +49 (0) 7244 7419-0
Fax: +49 (0) 7244 7419-29
sales@acam.de
www.acam.de

European	Distributors	

Belgium 
(Vlaanderen)

CenS (Micro) Electronics BV. PO Box 2331/ NL 7332 EA 
Apeldoorn
Lamfe Amerikaweg 67
NL 7332 BP Apeldoorn

Tel: +31 (0) 55 3558611
Fax: +31 (0) 55 3560211
info@censelect.nl
www.censelect.nl

Estonia FINTRONIC OY Ruosilantie 14 B
00390  Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 2512 7770
Fax: +3358 9 879 7770
fintronic@fintronic.fi
www.fintronic.fi

Finland FINTRONIC OY Ruosilantie 14 B
00390  Helsinki

Phone: +358 9 2512 7770
Fax: +3358 9 879 7770
fintronic@fintronic.fi
www.fintronic.fi

France microel (CATS S.A.) Immeuble „Oslo“ - Les Fjords
19, avenue de Norvège
Z.A. de Courtaboeuf - BP 3
91941 LES ULIS Cedex

Tel. : +33 1 69 07 08 24
Fax : +33 1 69 07 17 23
commercial@microel.fr
www.microel.fr

Great Britain 2001 Electronic Components 
Ltd.

Stevenage Business Park, Pin Green
Stevenage, Herts SG1 4S2

Tel. +44 1438 74 2001
Fax +44 1438 74 2002
a.parker@2k1.co.uk
www.2k1.co.uk

Hungary ChipCAD ELEKTRONIKAI 
DISZTRIBUCIÓ KFT

Tuzolto u. 31.
1094 BUDAPEST

Tel: +36 231 7000
Fax: +36 231 7011
Email: szfarkas@chipcad.hu
www.chipcad.hu

Italy ASIT Instruments s.r.l Str. Antica di None 28/A
10043 Orbassano (TO)

Tel.: +39 011 9040 296
Fax: +39 011 9040 389
www.asitinstruments.it
a.piccinni@asitinstruments.it

Latvia FINTRONIC OY P. O. Box 99
1099 Riga

Phone: +371 297 18384
Fax: +371 671 8651
harijs@fintronic.lv
www.fintronic.fi

Lithuania FINTRONIC OY Pramones str. 21
78136 Siauliai

Phone +370 612 52525
Fax + 370 41 419373
modestas@fintronic.lt
www.fintronic.fi

Netherlands CenS (Micro) Electronics BV. PO Box 2331/ NL 7332 EA 
Apeldoorn
Lamfe Amerikaweg 67
NL 7332 BP Apeldoorn

Tel: +31 (0) 55 3558611
Fax: +31 (0) 55 3560211
info@censelect.nl
www.censelect.nl

 Poland W.G. Electronics Sp.z o.o. ul. Modzelewskiego 35
02-679 WARSZAWA

Tel: +48 22 847 9720, 847 9721
Fax: +48 22 647 0642
Email: wg@wg.com.pl
www.wg.com.pl

Switzerland Computer Controls AG Industriestr. 53
8112 Otelfingen

Tel.: +41-44-308-6666
Fax: +41-44-308-6655
email: info@ccontrols.ch
www.ccontrols.ch
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Russia  Galant Electronics, Ltd. 100, Prospekt Mira,
Moscow, 129626, Russia

Tel\Fax: +7-495-987-42-10, 
Tel: +7-095-107-19-62
Mobile +7-916-993-67-57
Email: leonid-k@galant-e.ru
www.galant-e.ru

Ukraine Filur Electric, Ltd. off. 700, 2A Maxima Krivonosa 
str.
P.O.B. 180
Kiew, 03037

Tel: +380 44 2488812
Fax: +380 44 2493477
Email: asin@filur.kiev.ua
www.filur.net

American	Distributors

United States 
of America

Transducers Direct, LCC 264 Center Street
Miamiville, Ohio 45147

Tel: 513-583-9491
Fax: 513-583-9476
Email: sales@acam-usa.com
www.acam-usa.com

Asian	Distributors

India Brilliant Electro-Sys. Pvt. Ltd. 4, Chiplunker Building, 4 Tara Temple 
Lane, Lamington Road, 
Bombay – 400 007

Tel: +91 22 2387 5565
Fax: +91 22 2388 7063
www.brilliantelectronics.com
besimpex@vsnl.net 

Israel Arazim Ltd. 4 Hamelacha St. Lod
P.O.Box 4011
Lod 71110

Tel: 972-8-9230555
Fax: 972-8-9230044
email: info@arazim.com
www.arazim.co.il

Japan DMD–Daiei Musen Denki Co., 
Ltd.

10-10, Sotokanda, 3-Chome, 
Chiyoda-Ku 
Tokyo 101-0021

Tel: +81 (0)3 3255 0931
Fax: +81 (0)3 3255 9869
sales@daiei-dmd.co.jp
www.daiei-dmd.co.jp

P. R. China Shenzhen SECOM TELECOM 
Co., Ltd.

Headquarter:
32/F, Block A, ShenFang Plaza, No. 
3005 Renmin Nan Rd. 
Shenzhen 518001

Nanjing Office:

Beijing Office:

Hangzhou Office:

Qingdao Office:
Shanghai Office:
Chengdu Office:
Wuhan Office:
Xi‘An Office:

Xiamen Office:

Tel.: +86 25 84552901
Fax: +86 13951820297
jeff_yang@secomtel.com
www.secomtel.com

Tel.: +86 25 84552900
david_chen@secomtel.com
Tel.: +86 10 82336866
macro_ge@secomtel.com
Tel.: +86 571 88398810
jiafeng_lei@secomtel.com
Tel.: +86 86 532 85899132
Tel.: +86 21 52371820
Tel.: +86 28 82981751
Tel.: +86 27 87322726
Tel.: +86 29 88323435 
joe_zhou@secomtel.com
Tel.: +86 592 5806950

South Korea SamHwa Technology Co., Ltd. #4  4F Kyungwon building, 416-6 
Jakjeon-dong
GYEYANG-GU, INCHEON 407-060

Tel: +82 32 556 5410
Fax: +82 32 556 5411
www.isamhwa.com
minjoonho@isamhwa.com
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9	 Change	Log

07.11.2008 German original

03.02.2009 Complete Revision

05.03.2009 Native speaker editing

05.09.2009 Re-layout

08.03.2010 Complete revision, release 1.1

The products PICOTURN-V6 comply with EMC directive 89/336/EEC, applied standard DIN 

EN 61326, Equipment for Control and Laboratory (For use in electromagnetically controlled 

environment). 

Generic immunity standard part 2 (EN 61000-4-4: 0,5KV, -4-6: 1V), In case of strong electro-

magnetic disturbances there might be a deviation of the output signal from the specification, 

but only for the duration of the disturbance.
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